Mounted Skills (C-1 Dressage)
Candidate should ride with confidence and control on the flat, over cavaletti, in the open and
in riding a USEF Training Level Dressage Test, demonstrating a continuing development of a basic balanced
position in all gaits and in transitions. The candidate should show development of the correct aids to ride mount
forward, with steady connection, and with rhythm in a balance suitable for training level. Candidate should be
familiar with the Training Scale and the purpose of Training Level dressage tests. These expectations are applied
to each block of the test.

Riding on the Flat


Signature

Demonstrate and discuss warm-up routine to prepare mount and rider for a dressage test, using the
following terms: rhythm, relaxation, bending, connection, and accuracy.


Discuss importance of mount stretching forward and downward.
Demonstrate Movements:
 Demonstrate 20 meter circles at trot and canter.
 Demonstrate a 3-loop serpentine with correct changes of bend.
 Demonstrate a loop with correct changes of bend (see diagram on last page of standard).
 Demonstrate work on centerlines with halts.
 Discuss aids for and demonstrate a turn on the forehand.
 Discuss aids for and demonstrate allowing the horse to stretch forward and downward on a 20 m circle at
the rising trot.
 Demonstrate development of a lengthening at the trot .
 Discuss aids for and demonstrate a simple step back of 2-3 steps.
 Ride without stirrups at the sitting and rising trot, maintaining position.
 Discuss arena etiquette and safety in a group (passing, problems that may arise, and how best to safely pass
unfamiliar horses). Demonstrate and discuss passing another horse and rider head-on in an arena.


Discuss performance to include: rider's basic balanced position, use of aids, and whether horse developed
free forward movement, balance, rhythm, and connection.



Candidate shows confidence and control with a basic balanced position and the development of the correct
aids. The candidate rides forward, with steady connection, and with rhythm in a balance appropriate to
training level.



Discuss appropriate distances for cavaletti at walk, trot, and canter.



Ride at the walk and trot over 3-5 ground poles or cavaletti, maintaining a balanced position, steady rhythm,
and tempo.



Canter over a single ground pole.



Discuss performance to include the impact of cavaletti on energy and relaxation of the mount.
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Mounted Skills (C-1 Dressage cont.)
Riding Test


Bring a hand-drawn diagram of the current USEF Training Level Test 3 to show the layout of the arena,
letters, geometry, and placement of figures.



Discuss your goals for the test ride and preparation for movements and figures



Ride USEF Training Level Test 3.



Discuss test performance relative to the purpose of the test. Discuss mount’s free forward movement, balance, rhythm, and quality of bend through the corners and figures. Discuss whether the rider showed progress toward establishing a steady connection from the leg and seat to the reins.



Ride with confidence and control over varied terrain at the walk and working trot (Rider’s option to ride
alone or in a group.)



Discuss performance to include difference in mount’s behavior in the open vs. the arena, and benefits of
riding in the open.



Discuss ways to control a mount in the open.
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